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LIBERTY UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF ATHLETICS COMPLIANCE
TRANSFER REQUEST FORM
If you are interested in transferring from Liberty University to another NCAA or NAIA four-year institution you must first obtain Permission to Contact and/or Release from Liberty University Athletics.  Permission to Contact will allow you to speak to other schools.  A Release will allow you to be eligible to practice/compete/or receive aid upon transfer (depending on specific conditions and meeting eligibility requirements at both Liberty and the receiving institution).  To obtain your Permission to Contact and/or a Release: 	1. Meet with the Head Coach to discuss your desire to transfer. 	2. Meet with the Assistant AD for Compliance to discuss your desire to transfer. 	3. The assistant AD for Compliance will meet with the head coach to discuss your desire to transfer. 	4. A Recommendation will be made by the department to grant or deny Permission to Contact.  You will be 	    provided a letter stating if Permission to Contact was granted or denied. 	5. Once you obtain this document, it is your responsibility to fax/email it to the schools.  The initial copy is 	    the only  copy we will provide you.
STUDENT-ATHLETE REQUEST
* Releases are not granted until the conclusion of the semester and final posting of grades.  ** Academic records will be considered before Permission to Contact and/or a Release is granted.  The release of a student-athlete may be conditional on the achievement of a specific cumulative grade point average (GPA).  In most cases the GPA required is a cumulative 2.6  *** If you would like to appeal the denial or conditions of the Permission to Contact/Release you must submit a letter in writing to the Assistant AD for Compliance within 14 days of being notified.
STUDENT-ATHLETE REQUEST
REQUEST GUIDELINES 
STUDENT-ATHLETE SIGNATURE
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